Data availability in MADE

• MADE:
  – Rolling 36 months of Medicare Claims data (CCLF)
    • May 2018 through April 2021
  – Beneficiaries available in MADE: MPA Y4 + Touch
    • Hospitals having submitted PHI attestations for MPA Y4 have access to all MPA Y4 attributed beneficiaries
      – Referral and Geographic (PSAP) attribution excepted
    • Touch attribution: IP or ED claim at the hospital in the 36-month period

• CTI Considerations:
  – Baseline periods may not overlap with the data in MADE
  – Beneficiaries included in baseline analyses may not be available in MADE according to MPA Y4 or touch attributions
    • Beneficiaries in CTI Performance period may similarly be not available in MADE
‘Touch’ and MPA Attribution

‘Touch’
• Beneficiaries available through and IP or an ED touch at your hospital in the CCLF data set
• Select IP or IP+ED

Medicare Performance Adjustment (MPA)
• Beneficiaries’ PHI available through MPA attribution methodologies
• Beneficiaries attributed to physicians who are attributed to a hospital
  • MDPCP (for hospital-based CTOs)
  • ACO (for hospitals operating in an ACO)
  • Hospital Owned (i.e. employed)
    • According to submitted list of employed physicians to HSCRC
  • Referral
    • According to submission of attestation of a care coordination agreement between hospital and physician
  • Geographic
    • Geographically attributed beneficiaries are visible only if there was a ‘touch’ at the hospital
CCLF Data Exporter: DEX

- Beneficiaries available are those present in MADE
- Select users at each hospital have access to the full CCLF data plus additional datasets derived from the CCLF including:
  - Baseline and performance period CTI episode data
    - Episode data
      - Summary information
      - 1 row per episode
    - Beneficiary linking file
      - MBI and Claim Number to join to full CCLF data for additional analyses
      - 1 row per claim within each episode
Goals of MADE

• Provide insight into where providers may focus Care Redesign and care coordination programs for maximum impact

• Monitor population-level trends over a series of utilization and payment metrics

• Facilitate providers’ use of patient- and population-level data to improve care
OVERVIEW OF MADE
MADE Capabilities

• MADE provides reports across four modules:
  – Population
    • Patient- and population-level details for your attributed populations
  – Episode
    • Acute and post-acute care utilization for 90-day episodes of care following a hospitalization
      – Episodes defined according to BPCI or ECIP
  – Pharmacy
    • Reports categorized by utilization, volume, cost, high-risk medications, utilization by top therapeutic categories and many more
  – Monitoring
    • High-level trend reports to track population changes over time
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Rosters

Persisting list of beneficiaries.
- Baseline CTI Rosters are currently available

Create using:
- Population Navigator Filters
- A custom list (e.g. from your EMR)
  - Exact Match on:
    - First & Last Name
    - Gender
    - Date of birth
- Combine existing rosters
  - Union
  - Intersect
  - Compliment
Use Case: Executive Monitoring

- **Key Utilization Metrics Report**
  - “30,000ft Perspective” on population and roster utilization metrics over 36 months
- **SNF Utilization Report**
  - Identifies high-quality SNFs to further develop provider network
- **Acute & Post-Acute Care Management**
  - Provides overall readmission rates and discharge patterns for episodes initiated in a given hospital
- **Population Analytics**
  - Population-level reports across a defined roster
  - High-level utilization and trends
Use Case: Financial Tracking

- **Opportunity Summary Report**
  - Identifies potential savings opportunities by streamlining discharge patterns out of the hospital

- **Post Acute Variance Explorer (PAVE) Report**
  - Identifies discharge patterns by physicians and clusters them to determine savings opportunities

- **Episode Benchmarks**
  - Compares hospital performance relative to aggregate target prices using CMMI BPCI guidelines

- **Pharmacy Reports**
  - Compare brand/generic substitution and medication synchronization
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Use Case: Clinical Intervention

- **Population Navigator (PHI)**
  - Create and manage patient rosters
  - Identify patients according to pre-defined measures
  - View detailed patient care history visually through the Patient Timeline
- **Population Analytics**
  - Population-level reports across a defined roster
  - High-level utilization and trends
OVERVIEW & DEMO OF MADE MODULES
APPENDIX A: MADE ECIP VIEW
ECIP View

- Alternate View of MADE
- Episode Module logic consistent with ECIP
- Evaluate participation and track actual episodes
- Includes only beneficiaries with ECIP-eligible episodes at loaded hospital
- Available to all hospitals for all episodes regardless of participation
ECIP View

1. Clinical Episode Category filter
2. Episode payment calculations exclude inpatient payments
3. Some ECIP-specific reports:
   1. ECIP Summary Report
   2. Reconciliation Report
   3. Part B Services Detail
   4. Physician SNF Discharge Detail
   5. Post-Acute Care Trends
   6. Patient Flow Diagram
   7. Episode Details